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[571 A B m a  
A system for monitoring the configuration of a surface 
(e.g., a segmented parabolic surface) using orthogonally. 
placed retroreflectors at sets of points A, B and C dis- 
persed throughout the surface with a stationary half- 
wave plate HWP in the front of the one retroreflector at 
a comer point C and a rotating halfwave plate RHWP 
over a source of linearly polarized coherent light, 
thereby causing the direction of linear polarization to 
continuously rotate through 360” and causing light re- 
turned by the retroreflector at point C to be continu- 
ously phase shifted through 360” relative to light re- 
turned by retroreflectors at points A and B. The re- 
turned light from each set of points A. B and C is fo- 
cused onto a bed-of-nails (BON) phase grating diago- 
nally oriented with respect to the orthogonal orienta- 
tion of the incident beams from retroreflectors A, B and 
C, thereby causing overlap in the light from points A 
and C and from points B and C to produce interferomet- 
ric signals AC and BC. Any change in phase of the 
interferometric signals AC and BC indicates both the 
magnitude and direction of any change in the position 
of the retroreflector at point C relative to retroreflec- 
tors at points A and B. 
6 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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EQUAL PATH, PHASE SHIFTING, SAMPLE 
POIST ISXERFEROMETER FOR MONITORING 
THE CO!WIGURATION OF SURFACES 
ORIGIN O F  THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract, and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Public Law 95-517 (35 USC 




The invention relates to an equal path, sample point 
system for monitoring the configuration (position and 
optical figure) of a surface by monitoring the phase shift 
of light reflected from points orthogonally spaced on 
segments of a segmented surface or sections of a non- 
segmented (monolithic) surface using a coherent light 
beam to monitor for interferometric changes in the 20 
coherent light beam returned from reflecting points on 
the surfaces and more particularly to an equal path, 
phase shifting, sample point interferometer for monitor- 
ing the changes in position of the reflecting spots rela- 
tive to a source of the coherent light beam. 
BACKGROUND ART 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,022,532 discloses a system for moni- 
toring a surface so as to detect any deviation from the 
desired configuration caused, for example, by warping. 
The system of that patent places reflecting spots at 
sample points on the surface to be monitored, a laser for 
producing a beam of monochromatic light, and lenses 
for illuminating the surface to be monitored with colli- 
mated laser light through a beamsplitter such that half 
of the laser beam is directed to a reciprocating reflect- 
ing surface for producing a phase oscillating reference 
beam for interference at detectors with light from the 
reflecting spots. The reference beam thus produces 
interferometric optical signals from light returned by 
the reflecting spots. The phase pattern of the interfero- 
metric signals is known when all is well, i.e., when the 
configuration of the surface has not changed. Conse- 
quently, the procedure for monitoring the configuration 
of the surface is to look for any deviation in the phase of 
the interferometric optical signals. A problem with this 
sample point interferometric system for optically moni- 
toring the configuration of a surface, such as the surface 
of a paraboloid reflector for a telescope, is the need for 
reciprocating parts to produce the phase modulated 
reference beam. 
An undated document, Final Report, Task 1, titled 
“A Simple Tilt and/or Phase Sensor” by Dr. Roland 
Shack of the University of Arizona, describes an equal 
path length interferometer for monitoring the position 
of reflecting spots on a surface using a laser and a “bed- 
of-nails” grating to divide the coherent laser beam into 
four equally spaced beams A, B, C and D. Light from 
these beams returned by the reflecting spots on the 
surface being monitored impinge on the grating, and as 
each impinges on the grating, it is also divided into four 
beams which proceed to a detector plane where four 
detectors are placed to receiver overlapping light from 
two divided beams. Thus, at each detector, the two 
beams received produce an interferometric signal that is 
indicative of the optical path difference between the 
beams. Any tilting or warping of the surface will pro- 









the detectors. The task then is to extract the phase dif- 
ference from the signals, which requires a complex 
optical system. Thus, although the concept of such an 
equal path length interferometer for monitoring the 
configuration of a surface is quite simple, its optical 
implementation is quite complex. 
STATEMENT O F  THE INVENTION 
An object of this invention is to provide a system for 
optically monitoring the configuration of a surface 
using at least two or three retroreflectors and preferably 
a plurality of sets of three orthogonally placed retrore- 
flectors, the sets being arrayed on the surface to be 
monitored and oriented in the same way with respect to 
orthogonal axes, such as the horizontal and vertical axes 
of the array and using a beam of linearly polarized co- 
herent light with means for continuously rotating the 
direction of polarization of the linearly polarized coher- 
ent light beam through 360’. A stationary halfwave 
plate is placed over one retroreflector of each set for 
continually producing a phase shift through 360° of the 
retroreflected beam. The one retroreflector of each set 
of three orthogonally placed retroreflectors selected to 
be covered by a halfwave plate is positioned in the 
comer. A beamsplitter reflects the retroreflected beams 
through a lens or array of lensletts onto a bed-of-nails 
(BON) phase grating diagonally oriented with respect 
to the reflected beams of the three orthogonally placed 
retroreflectors of each set. The BON phase grating 
disperses the three reflected beams of each set whereby 
a dispersed beam from the comer retroreflector of each 
set overlaps dispersed beams from the other two retro- 
reflectors of the set to produce two interferometric 
beam signals. Sets of two light intensity detectors are 
arrayed to receive and detect separately the pairs of 
interferometric beam signals thus produced. 
By diagonally orienting X and Y axis of the BON 
phase grating with respect to the common orthogonal 
axes of retroreflectors of each set, the phase grating 
disperses light in four orthogonal directions parallel to 
the X and Y axis of the grating which are then com- 
bined to produce interferometric signals that contain 
information as to the magnitude and direction of 
changes in position of the comer retroreflector of each 
set with respect to each of the other two retroreflectors 
of the set. 
The novel features that are considered characteristic 
of this invention are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims. The invention will best be understood 
from the following description when read in connection 
with the accompanying drawings. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 illustrates schematically a system in accor- 
dance with the present invention for monitoring the 
configuration of an array of segments of a segmented 
a reflecting surface (shown in cross section along a line 
FIG. 2 is a front view of the array of segments of the 
FIG. 3u illustrates a side view of a retroreflector used 
65 in positions A and B on each segment as shown in FIG. 
4, and FIG. 36 illustrates a side view of a retroreflector 
having a halfwave plate in front of it for use in position 
C on each segment as shown in FIG. 1. 
1-1 in FIG. 2). 
reflecting surface shown in FIG. 1. 
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FIG. 4 is a front view of each segment shown in FIG. 
1 showing the orthogonally positioned points A, B and 
C of retroreflectors. 
FIG. 5 illustrates the dispersal of light from the retro- 
reflectors A, B and C shown in FIG. 4 by a rectangu- 
larly crowd phase grating shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 6 illustrates two interferometric signals pro- 
duced by one pair of detectors associated with one 
segment. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 
Refemng to FIG. 1, a parabolic optical or radar 
reflector 10 is illustrated in cross section taken along a 
line 1-1 in FIG. 2 which shows in a front view a seg- 
mentation pattern of the reflector. For convenience the 
cross-section line 1-1 is taken along edges of segments 
1Ou. Note that at the center of the pattern there is an 
opening 11 (absence of a segment). A pencil beam of 
light from a linearly polarized laser 12 passes through a 
diverging lens L1 and collimating lens L2 and is focused 
by a lens L3 into a virtual point at a plane F. The fo- 
cused laser beam then expands and passes through the 
opening 11 in the reflector 10 and is reflected onto 
segments loa by a secondary hyperbolic reflector 13, 
which is small enough to maintain its position and opti- 
cal figure without any problems. The problem is with 
the primary reflector 10 which is normally so large that 
it may easily change configuration. For ease of manu- 
facture, it is fabricated in segments that are assembled 
on site, such as in a large observatory telescope. Light 
from distant objects enters from the right and is re- 
flected by the primary and secondary reflectors onto 
the focal plane F. 
Because the segmented reflector 10 is so large, the 
segments 100 are likely to deviate from their initial 
position. In order to periodically monitor the configura- 
tion of the reflector 10 after initial alignment using the 








retroreflectors are positioned-; points A, B and C on 40 
the reflecting surface of each segment 10a as shown in 
FIG. 4. A side view of a retroreflector used at points A 
and B is shown in FIG. 30 and a side view of a retrore- 
flector used at point C is shown in FIG. 36 with a half- 
wave plate RHWP over it in order to continuously 45 
phase shift the retroreflected laser light through 360" at 
a constant rate set by the rate of rotation of the rotating 
halfwave plate HWP. Although the retroreflectors are 
shown to be of the "corner" type, they may be of any 
FIG. 4 illustrates the orthogonal placement of the 
retroreflectors at points A, B and C on a reflector seg- 
ment 100. That placement is said to be orthogonal be- 
cause lines connecting points A, B and C form a 90' 
In order to achieve an equal path, phase shifting, 
sample point interferometer for the purpose of detecting 
any change in the configuration of each segment 100 of 
the primary reflector 10, the phase of the laser beam is 
continuously phase shifted through 360' by continu- 60 
ously rotating the direction of linear polarization of the 
pencil laser beam using a rotating halfwave plate 
RHWP (or some other means such as by sinusoidally 
varying an electric field applied to a Pockels cell). After 
the beam diverges from the virtual point in the focal 65 
plane F, it passes through the opening 11 in the reflector 
10 to the secondary reflector 13 to flood the array of 
segments loa. The beam passes twice through the sta- 
other known type, such as the "cat's eye" type. 50 
comer at point C. 55 
4 
tionary halfwave plate HWP over the retroreflector 
used at point C shown in FIG. 3b, and in so doing it is 
continuously phase shifted through 360" because the 
direction of polarization of the linearly polarized laser 
beam passing through is continuously rotated through 
360'. Thus, while the rotating halfwave plate RHWP 
causes rotation of the direction of linear polarization, 
the stationary halfwave plate HWP at the retroreflector 
of point C causes the beam of rotating linear polariza- 
tion to be continuously phase shifted through 360" as 
the direction of linear polarization continuously rotates 
through 360'. This phase shift is, of course, relative to 
the linearly polarized light beam reflected by retrore- 
flectors at points A and B. 
The reference characters A, B and C are being used 
for the retroreflectors and the points on the reflector 
segments 100 at which the retroreflectors are placed, as 
well as for the beams retroreflected from those points 
since there is a one-for-one correspondence between 
them. The convenience of referring to the retroreflec- 
tors, the retroreflected beams and the points at which 
the retroreflectors are placed by the same reference 
characters simplifies the text. Thus, given a linearly 
polarized laser beam with a continuously rotating direc- 
tion of polarization, the light reflected by the retrore- 
flector C of a reflector segment 100 is continuously 
phase shifted relative to the incident beam through 360" 
by the stationary halfwave plate in front of the retrore- 
flector. The period of each cycle of phase is set by the 
rate of rotation of the direction of polarization of the 
linearly polarized light from the laser, i.e., by the rate of 
rotation of the rotating halfwave plate RHWP. 
Light beams from points A, B and C are reflected by 
a beamsplitter BS in the light path between lenses L2 
and U onto a lens or lenslett array L4, one lenslett for 
each primary reflector segment 100. The beams A, B 
and C from each reflector segment 100 are focused by 
the lens or lenslett array L4 onto a diagonally oriented 
bed-of-nails (BON) phase grating 14. 
The term "bed-of-nails" phase grating arises from its 
design, which is a square grid of delta functions. Upon 
convolving the delta functions with a circular aperture 
function for each incident beam, a schematic diagram of 
the BON phase grating would look like the plan view of 
an array of rows and columns of the heads of nails 
hammered into a board. See FIG. 3 of an undated docu- 
ment, Final Report, Task 1, titled "A Simple Tilt and- 
/or Phase Sensor" by Dr. Ronald Shack of the Univer- 
sity of Arizona, which by this reference is made a part 
hereof. It is this array of rows and columns of circular 
aperture functions that is oriented diagonally with re- 
spect to the rows and columns of retroreflectors shown 
in FIG. 2 for reasons that will become apparent from 
the discussion below with reference to FIG. 5. 
The beams focused onto the circular function of the 
BON phase grating are dispersed into orders which are 
symmetric with respect to the original reflected beams 
A, B and C with first order of dispersal in four direc- 
tions parallel to the X and Y axis of the BON phase 
grating, as shown in FIG. 5. Since beam C is being 
continuously phase shifted with respect to beams A and 
B, there is a phase interference signal produced where 
the dispersed components of the beams overlap, as illus- 
trated in FIG. 5 by circles for overlapping beams AC 
and BC. In that manner, phase shifting interferometry 
results between beams A and C and beams B and C. 
Thus, the BON phase grating 14 is oriented diagonally 
with respect to the array of incident retroreflector 
5,080,490 
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beams to disperse the beams A, B and C diagonally in 
four directions as shown in FIG. 5 such that the dis- 
persed light of the A and C beams overlap in the circle 
AC while the dispersed light of the B and C beams 
overlap at the circle BC. The overlap of the beams A, B 
and C at the center circle ABC is not used. Separate 
light intensity detectors are provided in an array 15 
(FIG. 1) for the overlapping light signals AC and BC 
which may be selected for display on a unit 16 by a 
display control unit 17. This arrangement is repeated for 
every one of the 36 segments shown in FIG. 2. For each 
associated pair of waveforms AC and BC selected, 
there is also selected for display corresponding initial 
interferometric signal waveforms AC and BC. Any 
change in phase between the new interferometric sig- 
nals and the initial waveforms indicates a change in 
orientation of points A and C on the segment about a 
horizontal axis H and a change in orientation of points B 
and C about a vertical axis V. 
6 
leads the initial BC signal 1, as shown in FIG. 6, it is 
known that the segment 100 shown in FIG. 4 has ro- 
tated clockwise about the vertical axis (looking down 
on the segment along the vertical axis) so that the BC 
5 signal 2 leads the initial BC signal 1, and again the extent 
and direction of the change is known from the extent 
and direction of the change in phase. 
Thus, light returned through the focusing lens from 
each set of retroreflectors on the surface to be moni- 
10 tored is reflected by the beamsplitter positioned be- 
tween the collimating and focusing lens and focused by 
the lenses L2 and W or lensletts L4 onto the phase 
grating, which disperses light received from each of the 
three retroreflectors in four directions diagonal to the. 
15 orthogonal arrangement of the three retroreflectors. 
Light dispersed from the retroreflector at the comer of 
the orthogonal arrangement overlaps light dispersed 
from the other two retroreflectors, causing two sepa- 
rate interferometric simals to be produced at two de- 
Although a large single lens L4 may be used, it is 20 tectors. The two intekerometric-signals each have a 
preferred to use a-separate lenslett for each segment to 
focus the three beams A, B and C for transmission 
through the phase grating 14 onto the array 15 of light 
detectors which are preferably fabricated in an inte- 
grated circuit chip together with circuitry that will 
enable the display control unit 17 to address the light 
detectors for display in the unit 16. An example of one 
pair of signals displayed is shown in FIG. 6 where the 
initial interferometric signal is identified by the refer- 
ence numeral 1 and the present interferometric signal is 
identified by the reference numeral 2. In order to distin- 
guish which is which as displayed, the present signal 
may be displayed as a dashed line, or vice versa. 
The reflector 10 is initially assembled and aligned 
using other equipment, such as a modified Shack-Hart- 
man camera used in the prior art to bring the edges of 
adjacent segment panels into place. See G. Chanan, T. 
Mast, J. Nelson, “Keck Telescope Primary Mirror Seg- 
ments: Initial Alignment and Active Control,” Keck 
Observatory Report No. 171, April 1988 (also published 
in Proceedings of the ESO Conference on Very Large 
Telescopes and their Instrumentation, Garching, 21-24, 
March 1988) and J .  Nelson, T. Mast and G. Chanan, 
“Aberration Correction in a Telescope with a Seg- 
mented Primary,” Keck Observatory Report No. 180 
(also published in S.P.I.E. Proceedings on Active Tele- 
scope Systems, Vol. 11 14, Orlando, Fla., March 1989). 
Once the initial alignment has been completed, the 
system illustrated in FIG. 1 is used to record the 72 
interferometric signals AC and BC for the 36 segments 
shown in FIG. 2. Then to periodically monitor the 
configuration of the reflector 10, the system of FIG. 1 is 
again used to record the present interferometric signals 
AC and BC. If the current AC signal 2 now lags in 
phase with respect to the initial AC signal 1 as shown in 
FIG. 6, it is known that the segment 1Oa shown in FIG. 
4 has been tilted down about the horizontal axis H be- 
cause the phase shift of the interferometric signal AC 
introduced by the continuously phase shifted signal C 
originates at the retroreflector C which must have 
moved a fraction of a wavelength away from the system 
optics, thereby causing a phase shift in the interferomet- 
ric signal AC in the direction shown. If the present AC 
signal 2 leads the initial AC signal 1, the converse is 
true. In that way, the direction of change about the 
horizontal axis H is known for the segment loa, and the 
phase which changes as the positions of the three retro- 
reflectors relative to each other changes. A change in 
the relative positions of three retroreflectors in a set on 
the surface to be monitored thus produces a change in 
25 the phases of the two interferometric signals. Those 
changes in phase indicate not only the magnitude but 
also the direction of change in the position of the set of 
three retroreflectors and therefore indicate the change 
in the configuration of the reflector at the location of 
30 the set of three retroreflectors. 
Although particular embodiments of the invention 
have been described and illustrated herein, it is recog- 
nized that modifications and variations may readily 
occur to those skilled in the art. Consequently, it is 
35 intended that the claims be interpreted to cover such 
modifications and variations. 
I claim: 
1. A system for optically monitoring the configura- 
tion of a surface comprising at least two retroreflectors 
40 arrayed on said surface, and a source of linearly polar- 
ized and collimated coherent light, said source includ- 
ing means for continuously rotating the direction of 
polarization of the linearly polarized coherent light 
through 360“, one of said retroreflectors having a sta- 
45 tionary halfwave plate over it for continually producing 
a phase shift through 360” of the reflected beam from 
only said one of said retroreflectors, a beamsplitter for 
diverting retroreflected light beams in a direction at an 
angle with respect to the direction of incident light 
50 directed from said source to said surface, a bed-of-nails 
phase grating diagonally oriented with respect to the 
orientation of said retroreflected and diverted beams, 
and a light intensity detector positioned to receive light 
from said phase grating, a lens for focusing said two 
55 retroreflected beams onto said bed-of-nails phase grat- 
ing thereby dispersing said two retroreflected beams 
through said lens onto said bed-of-nails phase grating 
whereby a dispersed beam from one retroreflector 
overlaps the dispersed beams from the other retroreflec- 
60 tor to produce at said light intensity detector an inter- 
ferometric beam signal that contains information as to 
the magnitude and direction of changes in position of 
one retroreflector with respect to the other retroreflec- 
tor. 
2. A system for optically monitoring the configura- 
tion of a surface comDrisinrr three retroreflectors in a 
65 
. -  
extent of the change is known from the extent of the 
change in phase. Similarly, if the present BC signal 2 
set, said three retroreflectors being placed on said sur- 




two retroreflectors with a third retroreflector form a 4. An equal path, phase shifting, sample point system 
90' comer at said third retroreflector, a source of a for monitoring the optical position of a reflecting sur- 
linearly polarized and collimated coherent light, said face as defined in claim 3 wherein a third spaced sam- 
source including means for continuously rotating the pling point is utilized by detecting a phase shift of two 
direction of polarization of the linearly polarized coher- 5 interferometric signals between light retroreflected 
ent light through 360', said third retroreflector of said from three spaced sample points on said surface further 
three retroreflectors having a stationary halfwave plate including a third retroreflector to provide a set of three 
over it for continually producing a phase shift through retroreflectors, one placed at each of said three sample 
360' of the reflected beam from only said third retrore- points and oriented to reflect light back through said 
flector of said set of three retroreflectors relative to said 10 focal plane and said optical means, said three light retro- 
two retroreflectors, a beamsplitter for diverting retrore- reflectors being placed on said surface such that lines in 
fleeted light hs from said set of retroreflectors in a said surface connecting each Of tWO retroreflectors with 
direction at an angle with respect to the direction of a third retroreflector form a 90' Corner at said third 
incident light directed from said source to said surface, retroreflector, and said stationary halfwave Plate being 
a bed-of-nails phase grating diagonally oriented with placed Over said third 
respect the of said rctroreflected and at least two photodetectors positioned to receive two 
diverted light beams, and two light intensity detectors beams of overlapping light of said third retroreflec- 
positioned to receive light from said phase grating, one tor with each of the remaining two retroreflectors 
detector being positioned to detect overlapping light dispersed by said phase grating, each of three re- 
troreflected beams thus overlapping in two areas from said third retroreflector and one of said two retro- 
between light of said third retroreflector and each reflectors of said set of three retroreflectors, and the of the other two retroreflectors, whereby said two other detector positioned to detect overlapping light photodetectors produce two interferometric sig- from said third retroreflector and the other of said two nals sinusoidally modulated by phase shift in light retroreflectors of said set of retroreflectors, whereby transmitted through said stationary halfwave plate said phase grating disperses three retroreflected beams over said third retroreflector relative to each of the of said set to produce at said two detectors two interfer- other two retroreflectors, whereby a change in 
phase of either of said two interferometric signals ometric beam signals that contain information as to the 
indicates the extent of change in the position of said magnitude and direction of changes in position of said third retroreflector in respect to each of said two retro- 3o third retroreflector relative to said retroreflec- 
tors, thereby indicating a change in position of said reflectors. 
reflecting surface about two orthogonal axes, each 3. An equal path, phase shifting, sample point system 
axis perpendicular to the spacing direction of said for monitoring the optical position of a reflecting sur- 
third retroreflector with respect to one of said two face by detecting a phase shift of an interferometric 
signal between light reflected from at least two spaced 35 retroreflectors, 
sample points on said surface comprising 5. An equal path, phase shifting, sample point system 
a source Of a linearly polarized coherent light beam* for monitoring the optical figure of a reflecting surface 
means for continuously rotating the direction of lin- comprising 
ear polarization of said light beam through 360", a source of a linearly polarized coherent light beam, 
optical means for collimating and focusing light from 4 for continuous~y rotating the direction of ]in- 
said polarization rotating means along an optical ear polarization of said light beam through 360", 
path to said surface at a Plane of said surface, optical means for collimating and focusing light from 
a retroreflector placed at each of said two spaced said polarization rotating means along an optical 
sample points and oriented to reflect light back path to a focal plane of said reflecting surface, 
through said a plurality of sets of retroreflectors arrayed over said 
a stationary halfwave plate placed over one of said surface, each set consisting of three retroreflectors 
two retroreflectors, thereby causing light retrore- placed on said reflecting surface such that lines in 
flected back through said stationary halfwave plate said surface connecting each of two retroreflectors 
to be continuously phase shifted through 3W, with a third retroreflector of a set form a 90" comer 
a beamsplitter in the optical path of said optical means 50 at said third retroreflector, dl of said sets being 
for directing retroreflected light from said two oriented the same way with respect to orthogonal 
retroreflectors at an angle from said optical path, reference axis relative to said reflecting surface, 
a Phase grating positioned and oriented for diagonal a separate stationary halfwave plate over said third 
dispersal of light transmitted through it with re- retroreflector of each set, thereby causing light 
spect to a line between retroreflected beams from 55  reflected back through said stationary halfwave 
said two retroreflectors on said surface, thereby plate to be continuously phase shifted through 360" 
causing overlap in the dispersed light of said two with respect to light reflected back through each of 
beams, and said two retroreflectors of each set, 
at least one photodetector positioned to receive over- a beamsplitter in the optical path of said optical means 
lapping light of said two beams dispersed by said 60 for directing reflected light from said sets of retro- 
phase grating, whereby said photodetector pro- reflectors at an angle with respect to said optical 
duces a sinusoidal interferometric signal, the path, 
change in phase of interferometric signal indicating a bed-of-nails phase grating diagonally oriented with 
the extent of change in the relative optical path respect to orientation of light beams from said sets 
length from said two retroreflectors, and the direc- 65 of retroreflectors for dispersal of light transmitted 
tion of phase shift of said interferometric signal through it from each retroreflector at 45' from 
indicating the direction of change in the relative orthogonal lines between light beams from each of 




Plane and said Optical 45 
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an array of light intensity detectors in sets of two, one direction of change in phase of said interferometric 
set of two detectors for each set of three retrore- signal indicating the direction of change in position 
flectors positioned to receive overlapping light of said third retroreflector with respect to said two 
retroreflectors of a set. from said third retroreflector and each of said two 
retroreflectors of each set of three retroreflectors, 5 system whereby each photodetector produces a sinusoidal for monitoring the optical figure of a reflecting surface interferometric s ipa l  modulated by phase shift in 
light through said sBtionav halfwave as defined in claim 5 wherein said surface is comprised 
plate over said third retroreflector relative to said Of contiguous segments, each =went having One Of 
two retroreflectors, the change in phase of said 10 said Sets of retroreflectors, whereby the change in posi- 
interferometric signa] indicating the extent of tion of each segment is monitored separately to deter- 
change in position of said third retroreflector rela- mine any changes in optical figure of said surface. 
6. An equal path, phase shifting, sample 
tive to said two retroreflectors of a set, with the * * * + *  
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